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Spot VS100 Shipping Status

Shipping/Deliveries of Spot Device
•  Spot VS100 is out of stock, effective December 26, 2014
•  Release of Spot VS100 (v.3.0) shipments, expected week of February 3, 2015
•  Backlog of customer deliveries extends into March
•  Sales is quoting delivery at 4 to 6 weeks
•  Expect delivery to resume to normal lead times by mid March
•  v3.0 and CR are for internal discussions only; publicly, Spot VS100 remains

Messaging
•  “Were sorry for the shipping delay.  Spot VS100 sales have almost doubled 

expectations.  We expect to resume normal shipping lead times in March.”
•  “The high sales volume is validation that your purchase of the Spot VS100 was a 

sound decision.  Expect that our world-class customer support team will remain 
availalbe to ensure your Spot device meets your needs.”



What is Different in the New Release?

•  This release is the same technology as the previous offerings known 
in the market as:
–  Welch Allyn Spot VS100 (WA version; with Welch Allyn label)
–  PediaVision Spot VS100 (PVH versions; with “Spot” label)

•  Hardware changes are minimal with only minor noticeable items to 
previous VS100 customers:
–  NO CHANGE to the optics
–  Capture image lights (previously green & blue) are now green, blue & orange
–  Hardware alterations with some new components (touchscreen, battery, etc.)
–  Touchscreen may be viewed as an upgrade, but likely not noticeable as the flow of the general 

user interface remains essentially the same as all previous versions
–  Battery may last longer than previous versions; (continue to quote 4 hours on a single charge)

•  Software changes are only cosmetic:
–  NO CHANGE to the referral criteria or analysis of screening captures
–  General User Interface is now branded “Welch Allyn” with proper color palate along with fonts 

and icons that are consistent with other Welch Allyn devices/interfaces
–  Minor alterations in the General User Interface include: converted “tools” screen to one page, 

added a “language” icon (English only on this release), removed “calibration.” 
–  Data entry: moved the “gender” selection to the confirmation page



Potential Customer Facing Challenges (short-term)

•  Legacy PediaVision customers were promised free software updates 
and many are entitled to updates; the maximum upgrade is currently to 
v2.1.4 from v1.0.3, v1.1.51 or v2.0.16

•  There is NO UPDATE to the CR version from WA and PediaVision 
versions

•  There “may” be future updates to v2.1.4 if deemed necessary (1) for the 
WA and PediaVision versions

•  Devices must be returned to Welch Allyn for the update

•  There will likely be future updates to VS100 versions with v3.0+ 
software; most notable the addition of foreign languages which remain in 
R&D; timing TBA.  Expect this can implemented remotely via USB drive

(1)  Clinical studies are ongoing which may lead to recommended changes to the age based referral 
criteria.  (these changes can be made by the user)



Potential Customer Facing Challenge (long term)

•  As the software version becomes prevalent in the marketplace, word 
will spread to legacy users about the latest version and how it compares to 
the previous WA and PediaVision versions.
–  Expect most reaction to centered around battery life (longer on v3.0), GUI (fresh look) 

and touchscreen (different type) 

•  Hardware/General user interface changes
–  “The availability of components from suppliers often change over time, thus forcing 

makers of products to alter offerings based on new components.”
–  “There is no change to the ergonomics, optics and science which drive the screening 

(and/or autorefraction) use of the device.”

•  Battery Life on the latest version is expected to be longer than previous 
versions.  This is common with new manufacturing runs of technology items, 
such as your mobile phone battery life.

•  The touchscreen on the latest version is “resistive” with all previous 
versions having a “capacitive” screen.  At present, this should only improve 
responsiveness to the touch.  (note: the “touchscreen calibration” in “tools” no longer 
exists)



Customer Messaging

Remind customers the good news about their Spot VS100

•  Customer feedback on the Spot device remains universally positive in the 
market

•  Welch Allyn’s acquisition of PediaVision validates the longevity of Spot’s 
revolutionary technology in the marketplace

•  Welch Allyn continues to support organizations which regulate, write policy 
and embark on screening programs (Lions Club International, Prevent Blindness 
America, AAP, AAO, AOA and the Vision Council)

•  To ensure your Spot VS100 remains in solid working order, we offer a Partners-
in-Care program (substantially better, more cost effective than previously PVH 
warranty)



External View (label wrap around touchscreen)

PVH VersionsAll Versions Since 09/14



GUI is now Branded Welch Allyn

CR Launch Screen

CR Main/Home Screen

WA/PVH Launch Screen

WA/PVH Main/Home Screen



GUI is consistent with other WA products

CR Examples WA/PVH Examples



GUI on Legacy PVH & WA Version

v1.0.3, 09/11 (PVH)

v1.1.51, 11/12 (PVH)

v2.0.16, 11/13 (PVH)

V2.1.4, 03/14 (WA/PVH)



Locating Software Version on PVH & WA 

VS100	  so(ware	  varies,	  note	  
image	  change	  on	  main/home	  
page	  for	  each	  so(ware	  version	  



Confirming Software 3.0+ Versions

v3.0+ Versions, 02/15

VS100	  now	  has	  launch	  so(ware	  
of	  v3.0+.	  	  Note	  change	  to	  
main/home	  page	  image	  to	  
match	  ambulatory	  care	  markeBng	  
images	  



Change to “Gender” Location in Data Entry

v3.0+, 02/15 All Previous Versions

VS100CR	  has	  eliminated	  the	  
gender	  selecBon	  screen	  and	  
moved	  the	  opBon	  to	  the	  data	  
confirmaBon	  screen	  



Change in “Tools” Section

v3.0.02.30, 01/15 All Previous Versions

VS100	  (v3.0+)	  has	  added	  a	  	  
Language	  screen	  to	  support	  	  
InternaBonal	  distribuBon.	  	  Note	  
	  eliminaBon	  of	  the	  “touchscreen”	  
calibraBon	  opBon	  in	  v3.0+.	  



Change to Capture Image Lights

v3.0 added orange
capture lights

WA/PVH remain
with green & blue


